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A panoramic view of the Gothenburg harbour from the mouth

JUBILEE EXHIBITION GOTHENBURG 
1923

HE Exhibition and Fair to be held in Gothenburg from 
the 8th of May to and including the 30th September 1923, 
to commemorate the 300th anniversary of the foundation 
of the city, will offer some unique attractions, in addition 
to presenting a complete review of industrial progress and 

expansion in the whole of Sweden.
Gothenburg (in Swedish: Göteborg) is the principal port and shipown

ing town in Sweden. Centuries before the foundation of the present 
city the mouth of the Göta Hiver was a very important place in the 
trading between the interior of Sweden and other countries. Several 
towns or trading posts grew up, one after the other, but their existence
2
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Picture from the harbour

was cut short owing to their exposed position in the many wars waged 
between Sweden and other countries. Consequently, when King Gusta
vus Adolphus founded the present town with the object of providing 
Sweden with a good port on the West Coast of the country, the town was 
strongly fortified according to the ideas of those times, in order to 
protect the shipping as effectively as possible. Thus Sweden obtained 
a gateway toward the West. Commercial intercourse with other coun
tries across the high seas was initiated and has grown continuously 
during the past centuries to its present-day magnitude. The port of 
Gothenburg is now of considerable importance in European and over- 
seas trading. In the harbour arc seen ships loading and discharging 
goods regularly to and from all countries, and the flags of all seafaring 
nations are frequently in evidence there.

Manufacturing establishments in great numbers, and many of con
siderable magnitude, have come into being by the side of commerce

3



Statue of Gustavus Adolphus
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The Great Canal with »Brunnsparken» in the background

and shipping, and constitute a source of prosperity to the city and its 
inhabitants.

Material progress and wealth, and the lively commercial intercourse 
between Gothenburg and the outside world, have served to elevate 
the city to what is acknowledged to be a high position in the sphere 
of intellect.

The Commemoration Exhibition of 1923 in Gothenburg in its diffe
rent sections will present a most vivid and comprehensive review of 
the historical development of the city, and the trades and arts pursued 
there and in other parts of the country. There will also be a very 
complete representation of the present standing of the city and the 
country in material and mental culture, seen in the reflection of the 
historical development. One of the sections of the Exhibition consti-

5



Gothenburg Museum, formerly the Buildings of the Swedish East-India Company

tutes a grand muster of the Swedish export industries. The exhibits 
there will demonstrate the capacity and the competitive qualities of 
the lines of manufacture represented, many of which arc already well 
known in all parts of the world as exporters of very superior products 
in their respective classes. Swedish wood goods, Swedish wood pulp, 
Swedish matches, and, last but not least, Swedish steel, machines and 
tools — to mention only the most characteristic products — are every
where regarded as the best to be had in the world’s markets.

The grounds selected for the Gothenburg Jubilee Exhibition are 
very prettily situated, and yet have their main entrance close to the cen
tral parts of the city. They cover a surface of more than 75 acres, of which 
the Historical Section nearest the main entrance occupies about 32 acres.

The exhibition buildings at that spot arc grouped around several 
larger and smaller courts, and the buildings themselves arc designed 
with calm, dignified lines and framed in by foliage and flower plantations.
6
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City Hall

Those buildings will contain well-arranged collections of objects and 
exhibits for demonstrating human progress in mental culture and mate
rial arts. The visitor will be able to watch such progress from the earli
est times of human habitation in these parts through exhibits relating 
to the growth of the city to its present considerable proportions, the 
military importance of Gothenburg in the past and the history of mili
tary science, the development of ecclesiastical affairs, living conditions 
in the homes of the plain city-dwellers and in the houses of the wealthy 
burghers at different periods, the advance in agriculture, handicraft, 
and manufacturing from the early primitive state to more efficient 
forms, implements and machines in their different phases of evolution, 
the growth of commerce, shipping, and fishery — all these things will 
be illustrated in a vivid, intelligible manner backed by living demon
strations that will interest the layman as well as the student.

8
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Statue of John Ericsson in »Kungsparken»
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Picture from »Kungsparken» with the Old Moat
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Walk in »Slottskogen»

The Export Section is housed in close proximity to the Historical 
Section, in buildings erected in separate grounds of 15 acres in extent, 
of which about 7 acres are covered by exhibition buildings. The largest 
of these buildings is the Great Machinery Hall, a very original and 
handsome specimen of the style of architecture to be found at the 
Exhibition; the length is 655 feet with a free span breadth of 115 feet, 
and height 69 feet. Close by is another building for machinery exhibits, 
and also separate buildings for demonstrating mine-working, iron, steel 
and brass production and the further manufacture of articles of those 
metals, cement, stone, and earthenware working, glass and porcelain 
manufacture, textile and clothing production, leather and rubber goods
manufacture. On the opposite side of a wide, open court is a building 
which houses the foodstuff and chemico-technical exhibits and produc
tion. Picturesquely imbedded in a pretty grove of trees is a building for 
the forestry exhibits, wood working, wood pulp and paper production,

11



The Biological Museum in »Slottskogen»

and graphic arts. In arranging all of these exhibits it has been the chief 
aim to group them together in such a way that the greatest degree of 
objectivity is obtained, with the object of furnishing as comprehensive 
and throrough information as possible as to the composition of the raw 
materials, the attention bestowed on the refining or working methods 
employed, and the quality of the finished products.

Gothenburg has been known for a long time as a community warmly 
and sincerely devoted to the encouragement of arts and crafts, in a 
great degree thanks to munificent donations from its citizens. Very 
large and valuable art collections have been brought together in the 
permanent galleries of the city, and on many occasions the city has been 
the seat of conferences of art collectors and art authorities of the Scan
dinavian countries. At the Jubilee Exhibition, too, there will be 
an Art Section, devoted principally to Scandinavian art. It will be 
divided into two sub-sections, of which the first will be retrospective in 
12



General plan of the Exhibition
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Perspective view of the Art Gallery from »Götaplatsen»
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character, and arranged with a view of showing different phases of art 
developments in Gothenburg and on the West Coast of Sweden during 
the past century. The art objects exhibited are incidentally intended to 
give an idea of the natural scenery and life on the West Coast as repre
sented by artists. The other sub-section will be an exhibition of modern 
Swedish, Danish, Finnish, and Norwegian art, giving as clear an idea 
as possible of the characteristic features and conditions of art in the 
countries named.

Art Handicrafts and Art Industries have flourished apace in Sweden 
during the last decade or so in consequence of stimulating impulses and 
public support which have furthered progress in those fields. The ex
hibits of the above description arc housed and arranged scparatly 
but most nearly in connection with the Historical Section of the Ex
hibition. The articles shown there in order to demonstrate progress in 
art industries and crafts have been carefully selected from the best

15
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Perspective from »Långa gården» The main restaurant from the Tea-Rooms 
pavilion

that has been produced during the period named. It is safe to say that 
these exhibits will attract keen attention and interest on the part of 
many classes of visitors.

Not less than three events of considerable attraction and importance 
arc scheduled to take place in Gothenburg in conjunction with the 
Jubilee Exhibition.

The 22nd General Swedish Agricultural Conference and Show will be 
held in Gothenburg while the Exhibition is in progress. Besides confer
ences and meetings for discussing agrarian conditions, there will be 
an important cattle show and very complete exhibits of farm produce, 
implements and machinery for agricultural operations, everything, in 
fact, connected with farming and market gardening. Testing fields for 
demonstrating agricultural operations of all kinds arc of ample extent 
and conveniently situated. The buildings for the Agricultural Show will 
be erected in a central field, practically in the heart of the city.

17
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Picture from the Commercial and Naval 
exhibitions

The same fields and buildings will be occupied later on by the First 
International Aviation Exhibition in Scandinavia. This exhibition has 
already created great interest among aeronautic experts and associa
tions in the different countries.

Finally, there will be held an International Horticultural Show on the 
same grounds, in which the countries of the North will be primarily 
represented.

Athletics will be very strongly to the fore at the Gothenburg 
Jubilee Exhibition. The athletic associations of Gothenburg itself 
will take part in the Exhibition with a retrospective exhibit, arranged 
in a separate, prettily situated building. Very stately and ideally situa
ted athletic grounds and buildings, close to the most beautiful natural 
park of Gothenburg, will soon be ready for occupation and use. In this 
Stadium will be held many important athletic contests while the 
Exhibition is open, fully comparable in most respects with the inter-
18
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national Olympic Games. All branches of athletics and sports will be 
represented in the programme for this Meeting. The inauguration cere
mony will take the form of a very impressive Gymnastic Festival.

A great number of International, Scandinavian and Swedish Confer
ences or congresses have been assigned to Gothenburg during the 
exhibition months. Scientists in many departments, organizations and 
associations with mental and material interests will foregather there at 
that time. Last but not least, a great many choral societies from other 
parts of Sweden, and from America, will have reunions in Gothenburg 
for the Exhibition, and the singers will provide musical entertainment 
for the public at very imposing vocal concerts.

The arrangements for the amusement and entertainment of the visi
tors arc on a most elaborate scale. For refreshment there is in the 
first place a large modern restaurant in the grounds of the Historical 
Section; in the Fishery Section there will be a Fish restaurant, in the

19



Front of the Great Machinery Hall towards 
the Exports Court

Interior of the Great Machinery Hall
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grounds of the Export Section a Lundi restaurant and Café, and in the 
extensive Amusement Fair Grounds a large popular restaurant. The 
Amusement Fair located in those grounds will offer all kinds of pleasant 
attractions, both of the old, traditional sort as well as many novelties 
in that line.

Large and judiciously selected orchestras will attend to the musical 
diversion of the visitors to the Fair Grounds as well as the other sec
tions of the Exhibition. The four theatres of the city will present 
suitable attractions both of high artistic merit and in the lighter vein.

Gothenburg has several first-class hotels with good accommodation. 
A special organization will be instituted, however, with the object of 
providing visitors with comfortable quarters in private apartments at 
the lowest possible charges.

A great number of lines of communication radiate from Gothenburg
both seaward and inland. Besides providing easy access to the city 
20
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The Exports Café from the Luncheon Forestry Court
Restaurant
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Grounds and Buildings of the Agricultural Show 
Aviation Exhibition and Horticultural Show 21
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The passenger service of the Swedish railways is of the very highest 
class.

Particulars in regard to the Gothenburg Jubilee Exhibition of 1923 
can be obtained at all Travel Bureaus in the different countries. 
Further information in regard to exhibits, the engagement of rooms, 
etc. is furnished by all Swedish Legations and Consulates abroad, and 
may be obtained direct from the Commissioners’ Office at the Ex
hibition. Postal Address:

Utställningsbyrån Göteborg 5
Slued en

Wald. Zachrissons Boktryckeri A.-B. 
Gothenburg, Sweden 1922
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